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Monthly Digest
and sustained in the field by aircraft, they moveA
about on the surface with the aid of five motor
toboggans. Other types of research, such as
the taking of geophysical measurements to determine under-ice contours by a University of Wisconsin team must be entirely carried out on the
surface. These intrepid investigators used three
Snocats especially equipped for the job. A University of Minnesota party, however, fourd it
possible to do its geologic work entirely by air,
thanks to United States Army turbine-powered
helicopters capable of landing geologists at
heights of 12, 000 feet. They figure that they
accomplished three summer's work in tvo nTonths.
This obviously beat mountain climbing and was
much more efficient. Other geologists are reported as working on ways to use color photography and photo - interpretive methods as the
basis for geological investigations. When perfected, this will be exploring completely at ease.

The history of the Antarctic has many interesting aspects that are not covered in the narratives of discovery and exploration, although
they are implicit in the facts.
One might treat the whole story in the terms
of the technology of transportation. Antarctica
was discovered about 1820, and for nearly 80
years thereafter, knowledge of the area was
limited to what could be seen from ships, supplemented by occasional brief landings, mostly on
off- shore islands. The landing recorded by John
Balleny is typical. His second in command jumped into the frigid waters of a wave-washed beach
to gather a few stones. The first effort at geological synthesis assumed the entire continent
was of volcanic origin, because the few points
the observer saw happened to be so. It is easy
to laugh at the ignorance and credulity of our ancestors, but it maybe that we shall appear much
the same to our descendents, armed with techniques of observation yet undreamed of. It is
not too much d an exaggeration to say that in the
opening month of the International Geophysical
Year we unlearned nearly as much as we learned.

Not long ag a scholar rerrarked that the history
of the Antarctic remains to be written. Obviously, he was not thinking of the narratives of exploration and discovery, which are numerous
and full. Nor did he refer to the story of recent
years because he recognized that, even while t
historian writes, more history is being mad
so that his task is never finished, like one o
those mortgages with an open end.

Perhaps, we may skip over those years after the turn of the century, when men used their
own feet or employed dogs and ponies to get
about. Theoretically, all of Antaretica might
have been seen this way, but one shudders to
think of the time and effort required.. The internal combustion engine, both in ground vehicles
and aircraft, wrought a revolution in the art of
exploration. For initial discovery, it is most
efficient to go by air; for detailed examination
the explorer needs to get about on the surface.

What he had in mind was the relation of Antarctic development to the history of the world.
Captain Cook's famous circumnavigation of the
continent between 1772 and 1775 was not an isolated incident, but one in a series of exploratory
voyages subsidized by the governments of Europe
inthe eighteenth century. ma word, it was part
of the history of discovery and science. Nathaniel Palmer's sighting of the continent in 1820
was apart of the economic history of the United
States—he was in search of seal pelts for the profitable China trade—as well as an episode in the
opening of Antarctica.

The past season has witnessed distinguished
examples of both. On 10 February, Rear Admiral Reedy took off in an LC-130F to examine an
area where a year previously radar returns had
indicated the presence of mountains. This time,
they lay cleat and shimmering in the sun, and
the radar gav evidence of still more "f ar- away
hills." Now that the existence of mountains in
this part of Antarctica is known, the scientists
will want to examine them in detail for what they
may reveal about the area's geology. Other gaps
in geologic history nay be filled as was done this
season by members of the Geological Survey.

The same interaction, of course, continues
today. Nowhere can this be better seen than in
the relationship of our growing technology to the
expansion of our Antarctic activities and hence
of our scientific knowledge. And, science itself, of course, does not exist in a vacuum, but
ultimately modifies and changes the technology
which produced it. The extremely complex relationship that exists here is well worthy of

In their case, as in many others, we have a
combination of air and ground transport. Placed
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Antarctica
ajamesway hut, used for living quarters; a generator shack, used to house the power supply
system; and a communications van, used for
working space.

SUMMER WEATHER STATIONS PERFORM
VITAL SERVICE FOR AIRCRAFT
FLYING IN ANTARCTICA
Beardmore Summer Weather Station, locaed on the 100-mile-long Beardmore Glacier on
the Ross Ice Shelf—one of the largest valley glaciers in the world—has the responsibility of supplying vital weather information to U. S. Navy
aircraft flying the 730-mile route from McMurdo
Station to Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.
A similar mission is performed by Little Rockford Summer Weather Station, located slightly
west of the Ross Ice Shelf in Marie Byrd Land,
for aircraft flying the 800-mile route from McMurdo Station to Byrd Station,

As a precautionary measure against fire,
the food depot and other supplies are located
away from the structures, cached in a 6-footdeep, 8-foot-wide hole • If a fire accidently
started, the supplies would not be lost. Survival
gear, clothing, and other equipment are stored
in a similar cache.
Another precautionary measure utilized t o
protect the men at these remote stations is their
constant contact with McMurdo Station. If no
word is received from the men within a 24 hour
period, McMurdo sends an aircraft to the site
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Thomas Newbill, Aerographer's Mate Second Class, takes a reading
on wind direction and speed with an anemometer at Beardmore Station.
Insulated canvas blankets being placed over the wood framework
of a Jamesway Hut, like those at Beardmore and Little Rockford.

Up-to-the-minute weather information is a
necessity to flight operations in an environment
such as that in Antarctica where weather conditions change rapidly and where aircraft en route
have no alternate landing facilities short of their
destination.

to investigate. Frequently aircraft flying from
McMurdoto Byrd and South Pole stop briefly at
Little Rockford or Beardmore to unload supplies
and mail.

The first flights of DEEP FREEZE 64 to
Beardmore and Little Rockford Stations occurred
on 9 and 13 October 1963, respectively, and the
stations became operational on 13 and 16 October 1963, respectively. They were closed for
the winter season on 28 and 21 February 1964,
respectively. During the austral summer flying season, three men maintained Beardmore
and five maintained Little Rockford, keeping the
stations operating 24 hours a day.

Although the stations are small and temporary as compared to the other United States stations, the men have comfortable quarters, good
food, and simple recreation. When not grinding
out weather information, they occupy themselves
with playing darts, listening to music, reading,
eating, and, in some cases, studying United
States Armed Forces Institute courses. Besides their work and recreational activities, the
men find that food, humor, mail, and survival
matters completely fill their days, leaving little
time for boredom.

The two stations are similar in design and
onstructbn,
each consisting of three structuies;
.
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FE AT EIGHTS STATION

ing this period rose from minus 35 on the 26th
to plus 9°F. on the 27th. Then, an abrupt win
shift (from 330 degrees to 180 degrees) dunn
the frontal passage at 1722 hours on 27 March
dropped the temperature to minus 13°F. within
an hour.

On 16 March 1964, a fire was discovered around the generator exhaust between the overhead and the roof of trailer van number 8. It
was extinguished within 30 minutes and caused
only minor damage. New flues have now been
constructed and installed in both generator
rooms to prevent a recurrence.

The average March temperature was 12. 6°F.,
with a high of plus 28°F. on 1 March and a low
of minus 47°F. on both 23 and 31 March. Total
snowfall was 20.7 inches, with the greatest snowfall in 24 hours being 4 inches.

BYRD STATION EXPERIENCES
UNSEASONABLY WARM TEMPERATURES
March began as a warm month at Byrd Station and continued to be unseasonably warm. A
temperature of plus 16°F. was not only 4 degrees
warmer than ever recorded for March but was
only 1 degree cooler than the maximum recorded
during the past austral summer. The average
temperature of minus 13. 5°F. was also arecord
breaker.

SNOW ACCUMULATION STATISTICS
FOR EIGHTS STATION
During the complete year that Eights Station
has been in operation (it began operations on 20
January 1963), the snow stakes show a total net
accumulation of 123.7 centimeter s(apprQximately4feet), whic his about 40 centimeters (approximately 16 inches) water equivalent, and two to
three times the accumulation of snow at Byrd
Station.

This is in contrast to December and January
at Byrd Station, where each month witnessed the
second lowest maximum temperatures ever recorded for those months, the maximum for December being plus 17°F • and for January being
15. 1°F.

AMUNDSEN - SCOTT SOUTH POLE STATION
SETS NEW MARCH TEMPERATURE RECORD
The highest temperature ever recorded f
March at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station was
registered as minus 18. 5°F. on the fourth of the
month. The previous March high was minus
35. 0°F. recorded on 19 March 1957.

EIGHTS STATION REPORTS
UNUSUAL WEATHER
The general weather pattern for March at
Eights Station showed a definite break from other
months. On the average, low-and middle-type
clouds were much higher. Persistent storms
during the middle of the month were accompanied
by strong winds with sharp gusts, snow, blowing
snow, and ice fog,simultaneously. Snowfall and
snow accumulation increased considerably over
February levels.

OCTOGENERIA.N VISITS SOUTH POLE
The Honorable Walter Nash, former Prime
Minister of New Zealand and presently a member of Parliament, recently became the oldest
man to visit the South Pole.

This March was markedly colder than March
1963, with amean temperature of minus 12.6°F.
as opposed to minus 2.1°F. last year, and a
minimum temperature of minus 47°F. compared
to minus 28°F. of March 1963.

On 29 January, Mr. Nash, approaching 82
years of age, visited the South Pole as the guest
of Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, Commander,
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica.

A strong warm advection from the north began on 29 February and continued through the
first two days of March. During this period,
thetemperature rose from minus 13 to plus 28°
F. Another warm advection from the north occurred on 26 March and was accompanied by
winds gusting to 40 knots. The temperature dur-

After his arrival at McMurdo on 24 January.,
his visit included a tour of the nuclear power
plant, an over-night visit to New Zealand's Scott
Base, and numerous briefings on the navy logistic support and United States scientific programs, and a visit to Byrd and Arnundseri-Scott
South Pole Stations.
a
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Stateside
lars, as well as to government agencies, the
excellent bibliography compiled in 1959 by Dr.
Robert D. Hayton, Assistant Professor of Political Science at Hunter College, for the United
States Antarctic Projects Officer.

ANTARCTICAN SOCIETY MEMORIAL LECTURE
The first Antarctican Society Memorial Lecture* was delivered at the National Academy of
Sciences in Washington, D. C. by Dr. W. J. L.
Sladen of Johns Hopkins University on 30 March
1964. In establishing the lecture, the Board of
Directors of the Society desired to honor members of the organization who had died since its
founding in 1959.

This annotated bibliography, "National
Interests in Antarctica, "is illustrated with a
color fold - out map of Antarctica and is still
available, free of charge, on request, from the
United States Antarctic Projects Officer, 801
19th Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20305.

Rear Admiral David M. Tyree, USN (Ret.),
President of the Society, presided and delivered brief eulogies of the late Dr. Harry Wexler
and Dr. Carl Eklund. The lecturer, who spoke
on the topic of "Penguins and Skuas, 11 indicated
how Dr. Wexler had encouraged his Antarctic
research, and how he had worked closely with
Dr. Eklund onvarious bird programs. Interestingly, he pointed out that the results of several
important aspects of Dr. Ekiund's work are only
now becoming apparent.

POLAR CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT
SUCCESSFULLY TESTED
To facilitate construction and equipment
operations in polar regions, a utility service
sled was developed by the U. S. Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory, Port Hueneme, California.
The unit consists of an electrical generator, a
heater, an arc welder, and an oxyacetylene cutting outfit mounted on a 1-1/2-ton-capacity, twosection cargo sled.

Dr. Sladen's approach was much broader than
the title would indicate. Although penguins and
skuas have been studied more extensively than
ther Antarctic birds, he also discussed what
as been done regarding other species. In fact,
Phe covered the entire field of Antarctic ornithological research and ended by indicating various
interesting lines for future investigations.

Use in NCEL field operations in Alaska and
Antarctica has shown the unit to be an essential
piece of support equipment for building construction, ice-end-snow runway construction, engine
starting, and field repair of equipment in air
temperatures down to minus 44°F.
DEEP FREEZE CHEFS STUDY THE
ART OF COOKING IN NEW JERSEY
BEFORE ANTARCTIC DUTY

About 75 persons attended the meeting, and
the Society was honored by the presence of Mrs.
Wexler and Mrs. Eklund. After the lecture,
refreshments were served in the Great Hall of
the National Academy of Sciences.

In the Antarctic, where much of the cooking
is done at altitudes of over a mile, where the
temperature is mostly below zero degrees, and
where water is obtained by melting snow, a chef
is faced with problems that would stagger most
stateside cooks.

* See "Antarctican Society Releases 1963 - 64
Plans, " Bulletin, October 1963, page 7.
NATIONAL INTERESTS IN ANTARCTICA

First he must get the food by ships that make
a yearly supply run, keep it from freezing in
some instances, and prepare and serve it in a
tasteful and appetizing manner.

As senior advisor on activities affecting the
United States Antarctic program, t h e United
States Antarctic Projects Officer has an obligationtoprovide reliable information on both past
and current developments in the Antarctic area.

To teach the art of tasteful and decorative
cooking, a school has been established in Bayonne, New 3ersey, U. S. Navy chefs on their
way to Antarctica stop off there for a few weeks
of instruction in serving the men in Antarctica
their 4, 000 calories per day.

In view of the renewed interest in Antarctica
during and at the end, of the International Geophysical Year, it was felt advisable, as a public
ervice, to make available to students and schoF
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THE EXPLORERS CLUB HOLDS ANNUAL DINNER
James E. Mooney
Deputy U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer
The Sixtieth Annual Dinner of The Explorers
Club was held in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
Waldorf-Astoria, New York City,. on 17 April1964.
Dr. Serge A. Korif, President of the Club, presided and Mr. Lowell Thomas, Honorary President, was toastmaster.
The speakers included Mr. Norman G. Dyhrenfurth. Mr. DyhrenIurth has participated in
three major expeditions in addition to the recent
conquest of Mount Everest. These expeditions
included the International Himalayan Expedition
of 1955; the 1958 Slick-Johnson Snowman Expedition, of which he was Deputy Leader; and the
Swiss Dhaulagiri Expedition of 1960. His lecture dealt largely with a firsthand story of the
remarkable ascent of Mount Everest. Mr.
Barry Bishop was one of the four Americans
to reach the summit of Mount Everest. He is
associated with the National Geographic Society
and is a former member of the staff of the U. S.
Antarctic Projects Officer. He was among those
who were present when Mr. Dyhrenfurth spoke.
The interesting and dramatic photograph which
appears onthe cover of the Explorers Club Dinner program is a reproduction of a photograph
of Mount Everest taken by Mr. Bishop, and 'copyrighted by the National Geographic Society.
Dr. Alastair G. W. Cameron, a scientist with
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, delivered a brief address on the phase of
our solar system concerned with nuclear reactions in the interiors of stars that build heavy
elements. Dr. Cameron is known for his studies
of the early evolution of the sun and of the nature
of intense extra-galactic sources. Dr. William
0. Field, Jr. spoke on changes affecting the
earth's Ice Age—work of glaciers, their variations, and some of the activities associated
with their study. He said that glaciers in the
same geological location may have altogether
different "temperaments." In southeastern Alaska, for example, Dr. Field indicated that the
Muir Glacier "has receded 7 miles and has lost
more than 1,000feet in thickness—while a neighbor, the Taka (less than 100 miles away) has
advanced 2 1/2 miles."

Dr. Fieldbeganto measure both glaciers 35
years ago. His efforts have been concentrated
primarily inAlaska and, to a lesser extent, the
Canadian Rockies. He has made repeated expeditions to these areas—nine to Alaska alone. By
means of comparative photography, Dr. Field
has measured and recorded the change in glaciers; the change in landforms, and the change
in vegetation. Currently, these observations are
part of an all-out international program, in which
observers throughout the world are attempting
to determine the extent and distribution of global ice. Dr. Field said, "In fact, plans are now
underway for an international hydrological decade. "
Dr. Field has served as chairman of the Panel
on Glaciology of the International Geophysical
Year, and has been an officer of both the Glaciology Society and the International Committee
on Snow and Ice. He has held numerous posts
with the National Academy of Sciences.
Among the guests of honor were three commanders of DEEP FREEZE: Rear Admiral
George J. Dufek; Rear Admiral David M. Tyree;
and the present commander, Rear Admiral
James R. Reedy, and the Deputy United States
Antarctic Projects Officer.
Honored with Admiral James R. Reedy at the
dinner were the crews of both LC-130s which
made the historic flight last fall between Cape
Town, South Africa, McMurdo Sound, Antarcand New Zealand, by way of the South Pole. *
Mr. i Lowell Thomas accompanied Admiral Reedy
in one of the two LC-130 Hercules.
In presenting Admiral Reedy and the crews
who had made the flight, Lowell Thomas said:
"On September 30, 1963, after countless brief*See 'DEEPFREEZE Officially Opens With Culmination of Historic Flight," Bulletin, November
1963, pages 2-3.
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and Editor—and now Chairman of the Board of
the National Geographic Society—was awarded
the Explorers Medal, and thus became the "27th
Medalist of the Explorers Club, in recognition
of his outstanding leadership in advancing exploration and disseminating knowledge."

ings, tune-ups, weather probes, and 10 months
of planning, hetookcommand oftwoC-130 Lockheed Hercules aircraft and directed his team on
a historic, non-stop flight from Cape Town, South
Africa, over the South Pole to McMurdo Sound—
a distance of 4,700 statute miles—then on to
hristchurch, New Zealand.

The Explorers Club is a nonprofit, scientific
and educational institution of international membership. Broadly speaking, its purposes are to
"further general exploration and spread knowledge thereof, and to acquire and maintain a
library of travel; to encourage explorers in their
work, especially t o bring them into personal
contact with each other and to unite them in the
bonds of sympathetic interests." The Research
Library of Exploration of the Explorers Club,
including the fames B. Ford Collection, is one
of the largest in the world devoted to exploration
and allied sciences. The Club publishes the
Explorers Journal, has a map collection, and
distributes an Explorers Newsletter, as well as
offering illustrated and other lectures.

"Completed on October 1, 1963, at 0630 hours
Cape Town time, after 14 hours and 30 minutes
i the air, this hazardous journey across the
trbulent Antarctic Ocean forged a new route
tD the Southern Hemisphere. It was undertaken
by 28 men in planes weighing 10,000 pounds more
than their recommended operating weight. The
achievement of Air Development Squadron SIX
roves that present-day communications are adequate for regular flights over the Antarctic from
Africa. Eventually these flights will combine
Australia with South America and South Africa
and may someday eliminate the need to cross
the Pacific Ocean.
"ToAdmiraiReedy and his fliers here tonight,
the Explorers Club extends a warm welcome 1"

The Explorers Club Board of Directors and
Officers include leading citizens who are dedicated to the broad purposes of the Club. Ward
Randol is Executive Director.

0

There was a salute to the First World Flight,
made on 28 April1924, a distance of 26,345 miles.
"This year marks the Fortieth Anniversary,"
said Lowell Thomas, "of Man's First Aerial
Circumnavigation. In fact, forty years ago tonight, three of the planes had made it to Chignik,
far down the Alaskan peninsula, while the fourth,
the flagship, Seattle, was a hundred miles back,
in trouble, and is still up there in the Alaskan
wilderness.

BULLETIN ERRATA
The follbwing errata are noted for the Bulletin
of the U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer.
Volume TV, Index 1962-1963:
Page 4--Department of Defense, U. S. Army,
Transportation Board; 6-(5-6) should
be 6-(6-7)

"Five of the World Fliers are still alive:
Generals Nelson, Wade, and Harvey; and Messrs.
H.rding and Ogden, who returned to civilian life.

Volume V. Number 3, November 1963:
Page 4--paragraph 2: "...9 and 14 September..." should read "...9 and 14
October..."

"The Explorers Club tonight wishes to salute
these men who took part in one of the most important aerial voyages in all time."

Volume V. Number 7, March 1964:
Page 2--paragraph 1:"...R.I. Dickerson. •1
should read ',. . R. G. Dickerson..."

These World Fliers were also honored along
with Admiral Reedy and t h e navymen of A i r
Development Squadron SIX.

0

Page 9--column 2: article title, "PLAMER
PENINSULA.. ." should read "PALMER PENINSULA..."

Dr. Gilbert H. Grosvenor, former President
6

International
SCIENTISTS COOPERATE IN
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH

mitter and a receiver operated simultaneously
and continuously. At the receiver are instruments that record, automatically, the continuous
radio wave and meter the variations in receptioia
caused by the forward scatter effect. Everyhalf
hour the radio signal is halted for 3 minutes to
permit the instruments to record the backgrou
interference caused by other types of atrrxspheri
disturbances. The results from the forward
scatter recordings, when combined with inlorrra
tion from other instruments and observations,
will make it possible for scientists to determin
when solar cosmic rays have struck and ho
many, where on the sun they originated, and
what path they followed in appr oaching the earth.

A scientific program was initiated this season which is exemplary of three facets of Antarctic operations scientific research, logistic
support, and international cooperation. It is an
extensive probe of solar cosmic ray activity in
the ionosphere, utilizing a widespread, highfrequency radio communication network.
The forward scatter program, as it is called,
is founded on the use of a technique of radio
transmission as a delicate instrument of scientific investigation. The technique was originally
developed because it avoided many of the iönospheric disturbances that affect radio transmission in the polar regions. Scientists discovered,
however, that the high-frequency waves being
used were influenced by solar cosmic rays in
such a way as to be measureable.

The forward scatter network set up this past
season represents an international effort and is
comprised of three transmitter-receiver links.
The transmitters send a24-megacycle signal on
band width of 30 cycles. From Byrd Station (800
01' S., 1190 32' W.), signals will be transmitted over 690 miles to Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station (90'S.) and to McMurdo Station (77 0 51'
5,) 1660 40' E.), 921 miles away. McMurdo
will have a transmitter as well as a receiver
and will communicate signals over a distance
of 813 miles to Vostok, the Soviet station at 78°
27' 5,, 106 0 52' E,, near the South Geomagnetic
Pole, A United States scientist, John facobs,
is spending the winter at Vostok, and a Soviet
scientist, Veniamin Ignatov, is at Byrd Station.
Future plans call for the addition of Australian,
British, and French stations to the network.

Briefly, cosmic rays, when they enter the
eartht atmosphere, collide with that atmosphere,
split both atoms and molecules and thus change
the radio transmission properties of the ionosphere. The impact of the cosmic rays also
may alter the level of the ionosphere sufficiently
to change the normal radio "skip" path with resultant alterations in signal strength and range.
When a narrow, high-frequency beam strikes
fragments of the atoms split by cosmic rays, it
is dispersed in the general direction that the
beam is travelling. The beam itself also widens
as it moves forward. From this double phe nomenon comes the term "forward scatter."

Actual installation of the equipment was entrusted to the U. S. Navy Mobile Construction
Battalion EIGHT, a part of the U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, After erecting antennas
at McMurdo, Byrd, and Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Stations, the MCB-8 detachment was assigned the task of erecting similar towers at
Vostok which has an altitude of over 12,000 feet.
This detachment was equipped for the project as
a self-supporting unit with its own ramesway
shelters, food, supplies, and even oxygen bottles
and masks. On 12 January 1964, an LC-130F
of Air Development Squadron SIX carried the
detachment to Vostok. Although some of the men
suffered from hypoxia or oxygen starvation because of the altitude, they completed their mission and were returned to McMurdo on 19 January.
The antenna erected at Vostok reached 140 feet.
At Byrd Station there are two transmitter instal-

The polar regions are especially suitable for
the study of solar cosmic rays because these
rays are funnelled along paths that follow magnetic lines of force toward the geomagnetic poles.
The Antarctic has the particular advantage over
the Arctic of being a land area where it is possible to erect stable installations, The National
Bureau of Standards has designed the commun ications network for the forward scatter program, and the resultant data will be analyzed
by the Bartol Research Foundation. The principal investigator is Dr. Martin A. Pomerantz,
Director of the Foundation and Chairman of the
United States Committee for the International
Years of the Quiet Sun.
The method of investigation requires a trans7

fitable opportunities for research. New Zealand
has shown a particular interest in these islands
and has started plans for a summer station in
the 1964-65 season. For this reason, the New
Zealanders requested assistance in carrying out
an icebreaker reconnaissance of the group this
year.

lations of 100 and 180 feet. The receiver antenna at the South Pole has a height of 100 feet. By
taking advantage of the hillocks around McMurdo
it was possible to give the receiver an effective
height of 180 feet with 50 feet of actual antenna,
and the transmitter an effective height of 140
feet with only 30 feet of antenna.

The United States willingly acquiesced in this
project, and USS GLACIER arranged to stop at
the Ballenys on her last trip of the season from
Antarctica. She arrived off the islands on 8
March, and the following morning put four helicopter loads of United States and New Zealand
scientists on Sabrina Island.

BALLENY ISLANDS SURVEY PROVES
INTERESTING AND INFORMATIVE
The Enderby Brothers, merchants of London,
hppily for posterity, combined an interest in
gography with the pursuit of gain. One of them
vas a charter member of the Royal Geographical
Sciety, and they regulaily instricted the captains
of their ships to engage in geographical discovery
as well as trade. Few private firms have left
such an enduring mark upon Antarctica. E nderby Land perpetuates their names, and two of
their skippers, John Biscoe and John Balleny,
have a permanent place in Antarctic history.

Two hours were spent ashore. An overcast
unfortunately made the topographers cancel their
project. Biologists hastily surveyed the scene,
encountering Adelie and Chinstrap penguins,
Weddell seals, and several species of seabirds.
One of the Chinstrap penguins had been banded
by the STATEN ISLAND party in 1959. A single
penguin of unidentified specie, probably a King
or Macaroni, was also spotted. Other scientists collected algae, searched for insects and
mites, finding large numbers of the latter, and
took soil samples.

In 1838, they dispatched John Ballen, with
the schooner Eliza Scott and the cutter Sabrina
on a sealing voyage with supplemental instructions to push as far south as possible in the hope
of finding land. Balleny, like most Enderby
aptains, was a man of some education, a cut
rell above most of the rough sealers and whalers
who visited the Southern Ocean in the early days.

As on previous landings in the Ballenys, the
participants found it extremely worthwhile and
quite tantalizing. The project for a summer
station has again been shown to be justified from
a scientific viewpoint.

On 9 February 1839, Balleny sighted what
appeared to be land, and, upon investigation,
proved to be a number of ice-capped, rocky,
islands, rising sheer from the water. These
islands, located about 150 miles north of Oates
Coast between 66° 15 1 and 67° 40' S., and 162°
15' and 164 0 45' E., and named for their discoverer, have been frequently s e e n, but rarely
landed on. Balleny, along with Captain Freeman of Sabrina, made the first attempt on 10
February 1839, The latter, in the interest of
science, jumped to his waist in the waters of
a wave-washed beach and gathered a few stones
for later study in London. Bafleny concluded,
111 could not see a beach or harbor or anything
like one.

UNITED STATES PERSONNEL IN ANTARCTICA
CONTRIBUTE TO HMAS VOYAGER FUND
On 19 March 1964 (local time), at Canberra,
Australia, the U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctic donated $1, 925 to the fund set up to aid
the families of the Royal Australian Naval personnel who lost their lives on the ill-fated HMAS
VOYAGER.
The presentation was made without ceremony
by Rear Admiral James R. Reedy, Commander,
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, to Vice
Admiral Sir Hastings Harrington, K. B. E., C. B.,
D. 5.0., Chief of Naval Staff, Royal Australian
Navy.

In recent years, helicopters have made such
spots more accessible than they are to small
boats. During the 1959 season, a small party
from USS STATEN ISLAND made it ashore.
Their discoveries, even in the brief time available, were such as to stir the curiosity of scienists and to indicate that there might exist pro1

The idea forthe contribution arose as a spontaneous manifestation of the good faith and comradeship between the United States and A.stralian
Navies and countries. A similar gesture was
8

made by the Australian Navy in contributing to
the USS THRESHER fund when that ship went
down.
Participating units in the fund raising were
U. S. Naval Support Force Staff, Air Development Squadron SIX, United States Antarctic Research Program, Mobile Construction Battalion
EIGHT, Antarctic Support Activities, USS HISSEM, USS ATKA, USS BURTON ISLAND, USS
GLACIER, USCGC EASTWIND, and USNS MERRELLS
Admiral Harrington expressed the appreciation of the donation by letter, as follows: "The
Royal Australian Navy has been greatly moved
by the response of the United States Navy to this
appeal, emphasizing once more the close tie of
friendship that exists between our two. navies
and countries.
FOREIGN SCIENTIST WINTERS-OVER AT
UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC STATION
Dr. Veniamin Stepanovich Ignatov, a former
member of the Soviet Arctic Drift Station, North
Pole 7, and former chief scientist of Vostok
Station, represents the Soviet Antarctic Expedition at Byrd Station for the 1964 winter period
of investigation.

scatter experiments as part of the program for
the International Years of the Quiet Sun.
Mr. Jacobs arrived at McMurdo Station on
25 December 1963 and was flown to Vostok on 9
January 1964 by Air Development Squadron SIX
LC -13 OF. *
*See "United States Leaders Visit Russian Antarctic Station," Bulletin, February 1964, page 9.
SCIENTISTS DEPART WILKES STATION ENDING
UNITED STATES PARTICIPATION
United States Weather Bureau personnel &
the 1963 wintering- over group terminated observations at Wilkes Station at the end of December
and departed from the station on 23 January on
the Nella Dan. This completed United States
participation in the programs at Wilkes Station.
Wilkes was constructed early in 1957 as a
United States station and, after the International
Geophysical Year, was turned over to Australia
for administration, although United States scientists continued jointly with Australian scientists
in the station programs.
ANTARCTIC WINTER STATIONS FOR 1964

Dr. Ignatov arrived in Antarctica aboard one
of the Soviet IL-18s that stopped at McMurdo on
30 November 1963 en route to Mirnyy Station. *
His research program will be an investigation
of ionospheric absorption events from riometer
observations.

The 31 stations listed below are those within
the Antarctic Treaty area, defined as south of
600 south latitude, that are being occupied during the austral winter of 1964. Ten of the twelve
signatories to the Antarctic Treaty—one more
than in 1963—are now active in Antarctica.

*See "Soviet Jets Land at McMurdo, " Bulletin,
January 1964, page 5.

A joint Belgium-Netherlands expedition this
past austral summer reactivated Roi Baudouin
Station after a period of inactivity following the
International Geophysical Year. The United
Kingdom closed its base at Hope Bay which had
previously been a winter station. Wilkes Station, originally a United States I G Y station
which has been jointly operated by the United
States and Australia since 1959, will be operated by Australia alone this winter.

UNITED STATES SCIENTIST WINTERS-OVER
AT RUSSIAN ANTARCTIC BASE
Mr. John Jacobs, upper atmosphere physicist
from the University of Alaska, is wintering-over
this year at the USSR base at Vostok. He will
work on Very Low Frequency (VLF) and forward
UNITED STATES STATIONS

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Byrd
Eights
Hallett (U4 S. - New Zealand)
McMurdo

900 001S.
800 01' S.
750 15' S.
720 19 1 S.
770 51' S.

119° 32' W.
770 06' W.
1700 13'E,
166 0 40' E.
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ARGENTINE STATIONS

LATITUDE

LONGITUDE

Decepcion
Esperanza
General Beigrano
Orcades
Teniente Matienzo

62° 59' 5
63° 24' S.
77° 58' S.
60° 45 1 S.
64° 58' S.

60° 43' W.
56° 56' W.
38° 48' W.
44° 43' W.
60° 03' W.

680 35'S.
670 36' S.
66° 15'S.

77° 58' E.
62° 53' E.
110 0 32' E.

70° 26' S.

23° 19' E.

62° 29' S.
630 19' S.
64° 49' S.
620 56' S.

59° 38' W.
570 54 W.
62° 51' W.
60° 36' W.

66° 40' S.

140 0 01' E.

71° 51' S.
72° 19' S.

166 0 48' E.
170 0 13' E.

71° 18' S.

020 21'W.

62° 59' S.
68° 11' S.
65° 15' S.
600 43 S.
67° 46' S.
750 31' S.

600 34'W.
67° 00'W.
64° 16' W.
45° 43'W.
68° 54' W.
26° 36'W.

66° 33' S.
67° 40' S.
70° 46' S.
78° 27' S.

930 01' E.
45° 51' E.
110 50' E.
106° 52' E.

AUSTRALIAN STATIONS
Davis
Mawson
Wilkes
BELGIUM-NETHERLANDS STATION
Roi Baudouin
CHILEAN STATIONS
Arturo Prat
General Bernardo O'Higgins
Presidente Gabriel Gonzalez Videla
Presidente Pedro Aguirre Cerda
FRENCH STATIONS
Dumont D 'Urville
NEW ZEALAND STATIONS
Scott
Hallett (U. S. - New Zealand)
SOUTH AFRICAN STATION
SANAE
UNITED KINGDOM STATIONS
Deception Island (Base B)
Stonington Island (Base E)
Argentine Island (Base F)
Signy Island (Base H)
Adelaide Island (Base T)
Halley Bay (Base Z)
USSR STATIONS
Mirnyy
Molodezhnaya
Novolazarevskaya
Vostok
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Science Nlqc+
BIOLOGISTS AND THEIR LABORATORY AT HALLETT STATION
E. D. Rudolph
Assistant Professor of Botany
and Research Associate,
Institute of Polar Studies,
The Ohio State University
Most people, in thinking about biological research ina place-as remote and rigorous as Antarctica, imagine 1ugged and difficult working
conditions. The situation these days is very
different from this imagined picture. Dr. Donald
E. Wohlschlag has previously reported in the
Bulletin about our very fine biology laboratory
at McMurdo Station. * This report describes
the facilities that are now available for biological work at Hallett Station and indicates some
of the biological problems that can be pursued
there.

by aircraft using a sea-ice runway. From October through March, several ships visit, the station. It and the adjacent level area at the base
of Cape Hallett are snow-free during late spring
and summer. The sea-ice surrounding the station breaks up at the beginning of January and
open water, with ice floes and ice bergs, is normal for 2 months.
The station itself is located on a gravel spit,
"Seabee Hook," projecting from the northern
end of Hallett Peninsula, apart of Victoria Land.
The point is also the location of a large Adelie
penguin rookery of over 100, 000 birds. Other
resident animal life includes summer-nesting
South Polar sku.as, springtail insects, mites,
and various kinds of marine animals. Snow petrels and Wilson's petrels nest in the vicinity,
while Weddell seals and Emperor penguins are4
visitors in spring and summer.

Hallett, a joint United States-New Zealand
installation, is located on the northwest coast
of the Ross Sea at 720 18' 50" S., 1700 13' 00"
E. ** Logistic support and physical mainten ance of the laboratory are provided by the United
States Navy. The station has about 35 persons
An summer and about 18 in winter. Tupply
transport to the stat]on ar .uiilished in spring
*See "Biological Research F.cilities at McMurdo
Station," Bulletip,, September 1963, pages 17-21.

Plant life consists of various freshwater and
marine algae, mosses, and lichens, as well as
soil bacteria and fungi. C ommonto polar regions
in general, the variety of organisms is small
but frequently the number of individuals is large.

**See "Statistics on the Joint United States-New
Zealand Hallett Station," Bulletin 1964,
page 3.
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Hallett on Seabee Hook surrounded 1, disto hdt2L, with
the Admiralty Mountains in the background, as viewed from Cape Hallett. Note penguin rookery in fore and mid grind.

Base of Cape Hallett including the eastern end of the
AdeLte penguin rookery. (All photographs furnished
by author.)
a
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Adelie penguin on nest.

Biologist in Hallett Station Biology Laboratory.

Hallett is usually referred to by Antarctic
personnel as being in the "banana belt", but
all tue organisms listed above are typical Antarctic representatives, and most are not found
outside the Antarctic region. The "banana belt"

designation is given because the climate is more
moderate than that encountered at stations located inland on the Polar Icecap. Summer temperatures at Hallett range from 0° to 400 F.,
and conditions are ideal for working outside on

I

Biologist in Hallett Station Biology laboratory.

Emperor penguins on sea-ice near Cape Hallett.
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botanists for physiological studies. The author
and his field assistants are currently completing a 3-year microclimate and ecological study
of lichens and other vegetation in the area. *
Truly, the opportunities for further biological research at Hallett are numerous. The
marine environment offers possibilities for research with various organisms. The penguin
and sku.as, as well as the petrels, provide organisms for physiological and ecological .studiej
in addition to those related to animal behavior4
The possibilities in the areas of microbio1og3
and botany are unlimited. One could not ask fo
abetter place to do research than where the fiel
and laboratory are in such close proximity, an
Antarctic organisms are readily available.

Klett-Summeraon colorimeter in Biology Laboratory.

most days. Areas wriere animals and plants are
found relatively undisturbed are within easy walk, ing distance of the station.

In Antarctica, the days of the quick collection
of specimens by field parties is rapidly being

The biology laboratory, now 2 years old, * is
in a T-5 building, planned and stocked by USARP.
It is like a well-equipped laboratory anywhere in
the world with work benches, desks, sinks with
running water, chemicals, glassware, and other
standard equipment. Inaddition, there are special kinds of equipment including autoclaves,
analytical balance, water-distilling apparatus,
incubators with a range of 50 to 500 C., refrigerator, oven, and propane burners. A KlettSummerson photoelectric colorimeter and a
small centrifuge are also available from Ti. S.
Navy medical supplies. More specialized equipment that maybe required for individual projects
can be obtained by investigators through the
USARP Office of the National Science Foundation.
Such requests must be made well in advance in
order for the equipment to be available at the
beginning of the summer season.

*A summary of this and other current scientific
programs will be presented inthe June 1964 issue
of the Bulletin.

During the 7 years of operations at Hallett
Station, a number of biological investigations
have been carried on. Because of the accessibility of the penguins and skuas, various studies of population dynamics, physiology, and ecology of these birds have been and are being pursued. An ecological and taxonomic study has
been made of the arthropod animals. Isolation of microorganisms from soil and other
substratas, as well as survival studies of selected microorganisms in soil, have been carried out. The algal and fungal components of
the lichens of the area have been isolated by
*See "Hallett Station, Bulletin, September 1961,
page 10, and Summer Issue 1962, page 14.

Chemical and glassware storage area.
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replaced by long-term, detailed biological studies at selected localities. Antarctic biology has
come of age, and problems are being solved that
require m ore elaborate laboratory faciUtie.
Such facilities are now available in a number of
places.

SCIENTISTS DISCOVER ANTARCTIC
MOUNTAIN ROCKS THAT FILL IN 200
MILLION YEAR GEOLOGICAL GAP
While investigating the geology of the Pensacola Mountains, geologists of the U. S. Geological
Survey discovered layers of rocks several miles
thick formed between 600 million and 400 million
years ago, which will probably prove to be the
most complete record of that period ever found
in Antarctica. Only smaller scattered deposits
of that age have been found in the Antarctic before, and current geological time charts for the
Antarctic are mostly blank for those years.
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The Pensacolas consist of the Neptune and
Patuxent Ranges, extending from about 300 to
about 500 miles from the South Pole along 50
degrees west longitude.

Rudolph, E. D. 1964 "Lichen ecology and
microclimate studies at Cape Hallett, Antarctica." Prjc, Third Intern. Biometeorological Congress 1963. Oxford: Pergarnon Press,
in press.

*See U. S. Geological Survey Geology of the
Pensacola Mountains," Bulletin, December 1963,
page 19.
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The party found an iron - nickel meteorite,
weighing 2 pounds, 6 ounces and measuring 4
by 3 by 2 inches, on 7 February, at about 830
15' South latitude, 5 50 West longitude in the
Central Neptune Range. It was found lying on
rock outcrop about 100 feet above the ice base
of Anderson Nunatak. It is believed that only
one or two other meteorites have been found in
Antarctica, the largest being a 70-pound rock
picked up by a USGS party in the Thiel Mountains 2 years ago.

The team, which was the last to return to
McMurdo Station before winter closed in, attained most of its objectives, * including the
major goal of taking a wealth of geophysical
measurements which will later be painstakingly
analyzed to construct a picture of the contours
and make-up of the land beneath the ice. To
accomplish their objectives, the men often worked 20-hour days in sub-zero temperatures.
"The project was successful, even though
bad weather, detours, and vehicle failures caused so many delays that we had to proceed at a
forced pace, " according to the traverse leader,
Dr. Manfred Hochstein, a geophysicist with the
University of Wisconsin Geophysical and Polar
Research Center.

The geological party departed McMurdo Station on 17 November 1963 for Byrd Station, their
point of departure for the Pensacola Mountains.
En route, the aircraft was forced down on the
frozen Ross Sea after developing engine trouble.*
The team was rescued by a second LC-47 and
returned to McMurdo Station. A few days later,
the men were in the field carrying out their investigation. Evacuation from the Neptune camp
was on 15 February 1964 by Air Development
Squadron SIX LC-130F direct to McMurdo Station.

Other Wisconsin members were geophysicist
and assistant leader Jerry Clark, electrical
engineers Tom Horrall and John Ong, and mechanic Willi Boman. Geophysicist Mike Phelan of
the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey accompanied thetraverse to take magnetic measurements.

While in the field, they made a dangerous
55-mile trek over the heavily- crevassed glacier
between the Neptune and Patuxent Ranges, but
their only major casualty occurred on a mountain climb shortly after Christmas. The rope
of one of the geologists slipped off a rock he had
tied it to and he plunged 30 feet, landing on his
back on hard snow. He suffered multiple bruises,
but no broken bones, and was air evacuated.

On leaving Byrd Station last November, the
group headed east about 500 miles to the Filchner
Ice Shelf at the head of the Weddell Sea, then
turned south for about 250 miles, and finally
zigzagged back to Byrd Station.

4

The investigators found a gently-sloping ridge
under the ice connecting the Thiel and Sentinel
Mountains; discovered six almost entirely buried
mountains near the Pensacola Range, and a
completely- buried extension of the Ellsworth
Range; plotted the southern boundary of the
Filchner Ice Shelf; and detected a rapid current
of ice flowing within the slow-moving icecap frc$m
the Polar Plateau through the intervening mountains.

The party had generally clear weather averaging about 10 degrees above zero Fahrenheit. Running melt water appeared in one of the valleys
although air temperatures never approached the
melting point. This is attributed to heat absorbed from the sun by the dark rocks in that area.
*See "LC -47 Forced Down on Frozen Ross Sea,"
Bulletin, January 1964, page 2.

They collected geological specimens frm
two mountain peaks protruding through the sn$w
that had never been visited before; cored sveral samples of ice for later examination of
their micrometeorite and chemical content; t9ok
weather readings; and successfully tested a rrethodto determine temperatures in the icecap at
depths as great as 200 feet by measuring electic
currents generated and received at the surface.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SCIENTISTS
RETURN FROM ANTARCTIC TRAVERSE
The six University of Wisconsin scientists
who departed Byrd Station on 22 November 1963,
on a 1, 450-nautical-mile traverse, * returned
to the station on 20 February 1964 after a successful 92-day trip.

They travelled in three Sno-cats, which are
*See "University of Wisconsin Oversnow Traverse Program," Bulletin, December 1963, page
19.

*See "University of Wisconsin Scientists Depart on Antarctic Traverse, " Bulletin, January, 1964, page 8.
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mobile houses, workshops, and laboratories for
polar exploration. Average speed was only about
3 miles p e r hour, normal walking rate, due
mostly to heavy loads of equipment and supplies,
and high sastrugi. (Sastrugi are wind-caused
rigid ripples in a snow surf ace. ) In some areas
the explorers said the sastrugi were more like
frozen ocean waves with crests 5 feet high.

at this depth is normally constant for a given
area and equal to the mean annual temperature
for the region, the scientists pointed out that the
ice must be flowing from the colder Polar Plateau.
They setup and surveyed a network of stakes
in the stream which can be remeasured in the
future to obtain rates and directions of flow.
They said the stream may flow with a speed of
about 600 feet per year, as compared with the
estimated speed of the icecap as a whole of less
than 50 feet per year. They suspect that detailed analysis of the geophysical data will show a
channeltobe in the rock underlying the stream.

Vehicles moved in two groups, 4 miles apart,
and took measurements every 4 miles. Thus
the rear group always occupied the site recently
vacated by the lead group, so variables, such as
fluctuations of the earth's magnetic field could
be correlated.

The researchers received a bonus from a
seismic explosion at the edge of the Filchner
Ice Shelf—a rarely recorded shock wave reflection from the "Moho," the boundary between
the earth's crust and its next inner layer, the
mantle. When combined with gravity data, this
will enable scientists to tell whether or not the
Antarctic Continent, which floats on the plastic
mantle, is stable. The geophysicists explained
that if it is stable, this implies that the icecap
is old, and if it is not, the icecap is young; scientists do not know when it started to form.

The geophysicists used techniques of seismology, gravimetry, and magnetometry. No method alone is sufficient, but data from all three,
when processed in computers and analyzed,
give clear images of hidden structures. This
willtake months, but some preliminary indications are apparent.
The buried ridge between the Thiel and Sentinel Mountains and the adjacent area appear
to be composed of the same class of rockssedimentary–that predominates in the two mountain ranges. This strengthens the suggestion
hat the seemingly isolated chains might have
Wbeen caused by the same uplifts andhe part of
the same long belt of mountains which may be a
fork of the Transantactic Mountains.

Traverse vehicles slipped into crevasses
twice, but were able to maneuver out under their
own power. The only serious mishap occurred
early in February when John 0 n'g was jarred out of bed and fell on some crates when the
vehicle hit rough terrain. He suffered possible
cracked ribs and was air evacuated. He had
also missed the first 2 weeks when a welding
chip flew into his eye shortly before departure.
He was replaced by Edmond Siemiatkowsld, a
Byrd Station physicist, until the first resupply
flight.

The ridge cuts through an area which some
scientists had thought contained a trough extending across the continent from the Ross Sea
to the Weddell Sea, dividing Antarctica into
halves, split approximately along the line dividing the eastern and western hemispheres. Traverse experimenters found that a trough goes
from the Ross Sea to where it meets the ridge
about halfway to the Weddell Sea, but extends no
farther.

USARP SCIENTISTS USE ARMY
HELICOPTERS TO EXPLORE
ANTARCTICA'S HIGHEST MOUNTAINS

They also confirmed tnat the southern boundary of the Filchner Ice Shelf is correctly mapped, contradicting some speculations to the contrary. An ice shelf is a very thick sheet formed
mainly by ice flowing from the continental icecap to the sea, where it floats while remaining
permanently attached to the icecap.

A highly-mechanized Antarctic field party,
using U. S. Army UH-1B helicopters to ascend
lofty peaks and cross rugged terrain, took most
of the climbing and hiking out of mountain exploration and completed the equivalent of three
summers of research in 2 months.

The ice stream which feeds the Filchner Ice
Shelf was revealed by its temperature, which,
30 feet below the surface, is about 3 degrees
older than the bordering ice. Since temperature
D

University of Minnesota geologists, assisted
by the U. S. Army 62nd Transportation Detachment, recently completed reconnaissance
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of the 250-mile-long and 90 .-mile-wide Ellsworth Mountains, the tallest in Antarctica,* They
flew at altitudes as great as 16, 000 feet and
landed on summits as high as 12,000 feet, They
were the first to depend almost entirely on highaltitude helicopters for Antarctic geology,

Field work involved determination of the shape
of mountains and surface feature kinds of rock
in various layers, folding of layers, gravit
measurements, and collection of specimens for
later determination of age, fossil content, chemical composition, and magnetization. The geologists found fossils which appear to them to be
identical with those found in other ranges.

U. S. Navy Air Development Squadron SIX
aircraft, equipped with skis, placed the group
at a base camp, periodically resupplied it, and
evacuated it at the end of the season. For local
transportatior the scientists used motor-powered
toboggans,

Scientists and helicopter crews were based
at Camp Gould, about 800 miles from the South
Pole and 1, 300 miles from McMurdo Station.
The helicopters performed so well in the Ellsworths that the scientists finished several weeks
ahead of schedule. They logged about 300 hours
of flight time and covered thousands of miles.
U. S. Army helicopters were used last year for
a USARP mapping project covering 1, 500 miles.*
They also flew a few hours for a party exploring
the Queen Maud Mountains, but this year's group
was the first Antarctic geological party to base
4 3 entire research plan on use of the aircraft.

The University of Minnesota's project for investigating the geology of the Ellsworth IVbuntains
is part of a long-term study of Antarctic mountains. For the third season, investigation of the
Ellsworth Mountains was continued under the direction of Dr. J. Campbell Craddock,** The
ultimate purpose is to determine the causes for
the formation of these mountains and mountain
layers and to relate them with other areas in
Antarctica.

The researchers collected 3, 500 pounds of
samples. They hope analysis of their collections
will give them clues to the land beneath the continental icecap, which is over 2 miles thick in
places and covers all but the higher mountains.
Exposed rocks of above-snow peaks provide thi
only direct information about that which lies beneath the ice.

An objective of this season's work was to
determine if t he Ellsworths a r e linked with
the Antarctandes chain to the north or the Transantarctic chain to the south, and if they were
caused by the same uplifts.

Although no serious injuries occuried, the program did not go without accidents. A thin snow
bridge, concealing a deep crevasse, collapsed
under the feet of one of the scientists and he
plunged 20 feet before falling unhurt on a ledge.
Another scientist had to be evacuated temporarily f or treatment of frostbite. One of the pilots
fell nearly 800 feet down an almost perpendicular
slope, and only a decline in slope and a layer of
soft snow at the bottom saved him from death or
serious injury.

m ARVYWger

*See "U. S. Army Helicopters in Antarctica,
Bulletin, February 1963, pages 7-9.
USNS ELTANIN DEPARTS ON CRUISE 11

*See "Army Helicopters Support Science in
Antarctica, "Bulletin1 February 1964, page 17.

The research ship, USNS ELTANIN, departed
on 17 December 1963, on cruise number II. She
proceeded southeast to 55°S., 115°W., then
turned south along the 115 0 meridian. On arrival at the northern edge of the pack ice near 700
S., she proceeded east to the vicinity of Peter I
Island, then turned northeast.

**See "Geological Reconnaissance of the
Ellsworth Mountains," Bull etin, April 1962,
pages 17-20, and Summer Issue 1962, pages
34-35; and "Geology of the Ellsworth Mountains,"
Bulletin, rune 1963, pages 77-78, and December
1963, page 19.
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TEE KILLER
By William M. Stephens
<Reprinted from SEA FRONTIERS, Volume 9, Number 5, Christmas, 1963.
Copyright 1963 by International Oceanographic Foundation.)

streamlined form and striking black-and-white
pattern, as well as its swimming and feeding
behavior, are quite distinctive. Adult bulls, in
particular, can hardly be mistaken for anything
else in the sea. Ranging to a maximum length
of about 30 feet, they sport narrow, pointed
dorsal fins that may extend six feet above their
backs. Cows grow toanextreme length of about
20 feet, and their small, curved dorsals are
similar to the dorsal fins of several other species
of whale.

It is difficult to discuss the killer whale without using superlatives. Writers have described
it as the fastest strongest, bloodthirstiest, most
gluttonous, most intelligent beast in the sea; and
unquestionably there is evidence to support the
use of all these descriptive terms. On the other
hand, the widely held opinion that any swimmer
or diver who meets a killer whale is doomed to
the fate of Tonah seems to be entirely without
supporting evidence.
Undoubtedly, Orcinus orcais one of the most
izitelligent of marine animals. Researchers have
n ver had an opportunity to test its learning cap cities under captive conditions, but its close
r latives, the porpoises and pilot whales, have
b en tested extensively and are thought by some
iI vestigators to be more intelligent than dogs.
I should be emphasized, however, that no relia le evidenoe substantiates the sensational claims
o a few writers that porpoises maybe as smart
as people. (It does seem to be true, though,
that killer whales share one dubious distinction
with humans—the so - called killer instinct,
Orcinus orca and Homo sapiens are among the
very few mammals that are notorious for killing
other animals for the sheer "sport" of it. Whether or not such behavior denotes high intelligence
is an unsettled and unsettling proposition.)

Orcas are well equipped for mayhem. With
twenty to twenty-eight large conical teeth in each
massive jaw, they are capable of grasping and
swallowing porpoises and sea lions whole. In
one case reported by Dr. E. J. Slijper in his
classic book, Whales thirty-two full-grown seals
were found in the stomach of a killer whale taken
in the Bering Sea.
They Practice Polygamy
In all physical characteristics, killer whales
appear to be a very successful species and one
of the most advanced, from an evolutionary
standpoint, of marine mammals. Furthermore,
they seem to hare m natuxul enernie Ecen whaling
ships seldom bother them, since their bodies yield
little oil. The fact that they are not more common may be due to the limiting effect of food supplies, or possibly to high infant mortality.

The killer whale is the largest member of
the group of small toothed whales known in a
broad sense as dolphins. The orca is often
called the grampus; but this is a misleading
term, since another small whale, Risso's Dolphin, is correctly designated Grampus. The
oica has also been confused with the false killer
w$ale, Pseudoorca, and the pilot whale, Globic€jhala.

Nearly every adult male orca has a harem,
its size depending largely on how successful he
is at fighting off rivals. Each female generally
produces a calf each year. The gestation period
is about twelve months. Shortly after each birth,
mating occurs again. The young are about seven
feet long at birth, and they nurse for about a
year. The cow's mammary glands are located
on the underside of the body, near the tail, and
special muscles allow her to squirt great quantities of extremely rich milk into the calf 's

Killer's Unique Marki ngs
There is actually little reason t o mistake
Pt er species for Orcinus orc since its large
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arated by broad expanses of water. Sometimes
they swim abreasl like flanks of advancing troops
rising and diving in perfect order.

mouth when it dives beneath.
Juvenile killers are very playful, leaping,
cavorting and tumbling about their parents'
bodies with apparent glee. Observers have reported seeingthe youngsters charge at full speed
at the heads of adult bulls, whereupon the bulls
often respond by shaking their great heads and
catapulting the calves high into the air.

While traveling along coasts, females and
young may hold a steady course while adult mals
investigate coves, inlets and beache4 sometims
sending hundreds of bathers scurrying for safety
Killers have been seen swooping in on sea lic
or seals found sunning on rocks or bars, frigItening them so thoroughly that they fall into he
water in the killers' path. The whales maytcss
them into the air repeatedly or carry them abut
in their mouths, seeming to play with the
Sometimes the killers eat great numbers of
seals. Other times they merely bite the heads
off and leave the mutilated bodies behind as
evidence of the carnage.

After young males are old enough to become
interested in the females of the pack, they are
probably driven away by the father whale, and
they may travel alone until able to defeat some
aging bull and take over his cows.
Sometimes two or more families of killer
whales combine in a single school, with the bulls
often swimming together some distance from the
cows and calves. Occasionally, while traveling,
orcas leap from the water and fall on their
sides with a loud wallop; and, while diving, they
slap the surface resoundingly with their tail
flukes—an action known as "lobtailing."

Do They "Play Possum"?
Little is known about the distribution or migration of killer whales. Although world-wide
in range, they tend to congregate in cold seas,
possibly because they find more food in such
areas. Only a few positive reports of Orcizius
orca have come from the Gulf of Mexico and
the lower Atlantic coast. On the Pacific co4st,
where the colder water contains large pop4lations of seals and sea lions, killer whales axe
sighted throughout the year. Occasionally tfhey
come into extremely shallow water. Writer pill
Barada once saw a killer whale lying belly-upin
several feet of water as Barada prepared to c

Short Dives
According t o Drs. Kenneth S. Norris and
John H. Prescott, most dives by orcas are rather
short induration—thirty seconds or less. About
every fourth or fifth dive is longer, lasting from
one to four minutes. On a long dive a killer
whale can travel several hundred yards before
surfacing. Frequently all whales in a school
surface and dive simultaneously, even when sep19
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skin diving off Point Dume, California. As he
waded toward what he thought was the carcass
of a dead whale, the killer, a large bull, rolled
over and blew lustily, then swam away.

counters between divers and killer whales.
The first occurred off Pismo Beach, California, in 1955. While Earl Murray and Conrad
Limbaugh were under water, they heard a low
moaning sound. Surfacing, they saw a female
killer whale breakwater less than 50 yards away.

It is suspected that orcas which float belly-up
ay be "playing dead" to entice birds or seals
I draw near; but there maybe other reasons for
the apparently strange behavior.

Close Calls?
At San Benitos Island, Mexico, in March,
1959, Dr. Wheeler J. North, Pat Cunnison,
Emil Habecker and J. R. Stewart saw a bull
killer patrolling a small cove containing sea
lions and young sea elephants. After chasing
the whale out of the cove with their boat, three
of the men entered the water while the fourth
remained to stand "whale watch;" Later the
divers heard a warning shot fired from the boat
and surfaced to find the killer whale again at the
rear of the cove, having swum past them while
submerged.

In 1955 a group of British scientists in the
Antarctic had a rare opportunity to watch at
close range a group of killer whales that were
trapped in an ice-bound "lake" for four months.
The orcas, along with 120 rorqual whales and
thousands of seals, had been cut off from the
open sea by an early freeze. The killer whales
were very active and apparently healthy. From
time t o time they leaped from the water and
swam rapidly in formation. Occasionally they
floated on their backs and scratched their flanks
with their long flippers. Sometimes they rose
vertically half out of the water and seemed to
watch the men intently. One killer stuck its
head out of the water at the edge of the ice and
showed no reaction as a man poked its snout with
a ski stick.

In June, 1960, four killer whales approached
two skin divers at La Jolla Cove, California. A
large bull came within 15 or 2 0 feet, looked
them over, then swam away.
In January, 1962, again at La Jolla, a bull
orca swimming on its side in extremely shallow
water came within 50 feet of a SCUBA class of
eight people.

Strange as it may seem to persons accustomed
to thinking of the killer whale as the most terrible
danger that man might meet in the water, the
truth seems to be that killer whales often display
a singular lack of aggressiveness toward men.
es R. Stewart, diving officer at Scripps Intution of Oceanography, told me of six en-

Off Cardiff, California, in April, 1963, Dr.
WheelerJ. North had his second close encounter
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the strongest provocation, such retaliatory acth
are rare.

with a killer. While onthe bottom trying to free
an anchor, he heard moaning sounds. Surfacing,
he saw a female orca raise its head vertically
from the water 20 feet away and look at him.
Three other killer whales were within 50 yards,

False Charges
Some of the most widely-reported attacks on
boats have, in fact, been erroneously charged to
orcas. After a large marine animal attacked a
light skiff off California in March, 1952, puncturing the hull with its teeth, the two terrified
occupants blamed the attack on a killer whale,
and the story was given credence by newspapers
and even by scientists. Photographs of the
crescent-shaped row of tooth marks onthe boat,
however, strongly suggest that the agressor was
a shark. Experts now believe that Carcharodon
carchariaa, the great white shark, was responsible.

(According to J. R. Stewart, who has recorded the sounds of killer whales, a lw , moaning is characteristic of cows, while a high-pitched whistle is often made by bulls.)
Other scientists have had encounters with
orcas. On September 30, 1961, duringaTJniversity of Miami expedition to the Pacific coast of
South America, Dr. Donald P. de Sylva, Dr.
Frederick B. Emerson and Clyde Roper were
diving off La Plata Island, Ecuador. de Sylva
was under water on a shallow dive when he saw
a killer whale swim slowly by.

In another much - publicized case off South
Africa, a killer whale was reported to have sunk
a boat and eaten four of the six occupants. Accordingto biologist Dr. J. L. B. Smith, however,
the attacking whale was too large to have been
Orcinus orca and was probably a sperm or big
whalebone cow acting in the belief its calf was
in danger. Furthermore the four casualties
died of drowning, and there was no evidence that
they were eaten.

Perhaps the nearest thing to an attack on a
diver took place off Pacific Grove, California,
in 1968. According to Skin Diver Magazine,
about 200 people on shore saw a killer whale
swim rapidly toward four skin divers floating
on the surface 150 yards off Lover's Point. The
whale bumped one of the men and "sent him
spinning." After the frightened divers scrambled
aboard their boat, the whale circled the boat for
fifteen minutes before swimming away.

The most widely quoted "attack" by kiUer4
whales took place in 1911 during Scott 'a last
Antarctic expedition. Two dogs were staked on
an ice floe when six or seven killer whales
appeared and began skirting the edge c& the ice,
occasionally sticking their heads up as if to
watch the dogs. After a photographer went onto
the floe to photograph the killers, the animals
disappeared and then smashed the 2 1/2-footthick ice from below, cracking the floe between
the two dogs. The photographer hurriedly left
the scene as the killers rammed their heads up
through the crack to look around.

Case Isn't Closed
Obviously, these cases do not constitute proof
that a killer whale will not attack a man. But
they strongly suggest that Orcinus orca may not
be the terrible threat to swimmers that it has
been reported to be.
It might be argued that sharks, too, often
approach divers without attacking But the comparison is not apt. Hundreds of attacks by sharks
have been verified; yet there does not seem to
be a single authenticated report anywhere in the
world of a killer whale harming a human. This
fact is especially significant when we consider
that killer whales often feed on warm-blooded
animals and have been observed killing such
animals in wholesale quantities.

Whether the killer whales were trying to catch
the -man or the dogs or all three-is impossible-to
ascertain. Even if they viewed the man as a
prospective dinner, it is possible that they mistook him for a seal.
They Eat Whale's Tongues

There are reports of killer whales smashing
the sides of vessels with their heads or with
vicious slaps of theirtails. These are "attacks,"
in a sense; but virtually all such incidents have
occurred after the whales have been shot, harpooned, or otherwise molested. And even with

Popular literature i s replete- with tales of
orcas attacking the largest whales. Generally,
such attacks are made by a number of killers
working together. For the killer whale's conical teeth—made for holding, not chewing
2].

aring - can make little headway against the
iick blubber of a large, uninjured whale, and
he while's great flukes can do great damage to
the smaller killers. Or c a therefore usually
preys on the young or helpless, often only after
a school of whales has been herded into a tight,
panic-stricken bunch, or after a whale has been
harpooned. Some killers may hold the flukes
while others force their heads between the defnseless jaws of baleen whales to eat their soft
tongues. During a study of the California grey
wiale, Roy Chapman Andrews found that seven
o thirty-five captured whales examined by him
hd lost all or part of their tongues to killers.

died and was found floating on the bay. Tom's
skeleton was preserved and is still on display in
the Eden Museum.
The incredible tales of the killer whales of
Twofold Bay were investigated and given credence by W. J. Daking, Professor of Zoology
at the University of Sydney, and included in his
book, Whalemen Adventures.
There is room for avast amount of scientific
research on the remarkable killer whale. It is
hoped that this article will stimulate reports
from divers, fishermen and others who have seen
Orcinus orca at close range. Accurate reports
on this little-known and much-maligned animal
will undoubtedly result in a great deal of surprising new information.

Whaling men have occasionally reported that
the action of killers helped them defeat their
prey. And in at least one area it has been claimed
that killers aided measurably in making whaling
operations profitable.

SCIENTIST EXPLODES AN ANTARCTIC ICE
SHELF THEORY AND REVIVES MYSTERY
OF STRANDED BOTTOM CREATURES

At Twofold Bay on the coast of New South
Wales, Australia, shore whaling was conducted
for more than 100 years. And here Orcinus orca
is credited with many acts suggesting intentional
cooperation with men.

One of the first Antarctic explorers, more
than 50 years ago, discovered 4-foot long dead
fish, invertebrates such as "glass" sponges
(sponge balls with delicate spicules), and coral
scattered on top of the thick ice that covers
southwestern McMurdo Sound. T h e remains
were largely intact and remarkably well preserved; however, some fish were headless. *
There was no obvious cause for the appearance
of marine-bottom life on the ice surface in uninhabited Antarctica.

When migrating humpback whales passed offshore, killer whales swam rapidly to the wha1in
tation inside the bay and attracted the men's
Rttention by leaping and lobtailing. Then the
orcas led the whaleboats to their quarry, while
other orcas, offshore, kept the prey from escaping. After a whale was harpooned, the orcas
helped subdue it, two killers leaping alternately
onto the injured whale's blowholes, hampering
its breathing, while two others swam under the
head to keep it from diving. As their reward,
the killers were permitted to eat the tongues.

The explore; Frank Debenham, of the second
Scott Expedition, knew that the ice comes from
a freshwater glacier flowing out over the sea
from a coastal mountain valley. He theorized
that sea water froze beneath the floating glacier,
or ice shelf, all the way down to the floor of the
sound, trapping bottom-dwelling animals. Over
hundreds of years, sun and wind wasted away
the top of the shelf—as evidenced by a highly
eroded surface and summer melt pools—but sea
water kept freezing below the buoyant ice to replace the loss.

The whaling men of Twofold Bay recognized
many of the killer whales by sight and gave them
names such as Old Tom, Cooper and Hookey
(the latter so named because of a broken dorsal
fin). The men had the friendliest feelings for
the killers, and it was considered a criminal
offense in the area to harm a killer. When
whaleboats Were capsized at sea, it is said that
killers often hovered near the swimming men
until they were picked up by other boats.

The animairemains could gradually work up
through the ice in this way until they reached the
surface. At this point, according to speculation,
the original freshwater ice would have all dis-

Whaling activities ended at Twofold Bay in
1928, and by then most of the hundred or so killer
whales that had frequented the area for decades
hac1 disappeared. But Old Tom, who had reportedly been seen at Twofold Bay for more than
ry years, stayed around until 1930, when he

*See "An Antarctic Fish Story," Bulletin,
December 1960, pages 9-10; and "Fish Story,
Bulletins November 1961, page 9.
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appeared, leaving a shelf made entirely of frozen sea water.

churning within the glacier.)
Both the island and the moraine in front area
composed of volcanic rock, and dirt was found
throughout t he core taken at this spot, indicating that perhaps the moraine—and with it the
invertebrates—may have possibly come from the
submerged edge of the island.

Three years ago, United States scientists
discovered a large concentration of marinebottom life near the easternmost of the Dailey
Islands, which protrude through the ice shelf.
They found the same kinds of remains that Debenham has observed, as well as groups of
clam-like shellfish and heads of fish which they
estimated must have had bodies about 5-feet
long. They interpreted their findings as supporting Debenham's hypothesis.

According to Mr. Gow, "Whatever mechanisin
is responsible for the presence of marine r
^_
mains on the ice must be extremely delicate-rfragileglass sponges remain intact, clam-li1e
shells are still hinged together, and coral stags
attached to rock. Only the fish have been marrea.

Glaciologist Anthony Y. Gow cored completely
through the shelf near the island and discovered,
by laboratory analysis of the ice-core crystal
structure, that the shelf is freshwater ice from
top to bottom, and not sea ice as required by
the theory. Nor did he find any animal remains
in the cores, as might be expected from the
theory. His measurements show that the ice
varies from 20 to 50 feet in the area.

"Another unusual aspect of the fish is that
they are all of the same family. Most fish caught
by biologists in the McMurdo area are less than
1 foot long, so I would expect to find some of
these smaller fish on top of the ice, but there
are none. Seals bring up big fish, and sometimes
leave their catch to look for more, so this might
explain the presence of damaged fish, but would
not account for the other animals. Another solution for the fish alone is that they swim up
cracks in the ice and become trapped.

Not only has he left an enigma without explanation but, also, he has added other pieces to
the puzzle. He discovered a layer of fresh water sandwiched between ice shelf bottom and sea
water, but could not determine its thickness or
temperature.

"Perhaps there is one explanation for the
fish and another for the invertebrates, whic
might be fossils picked up by the glacier as i
passed over an old shoreline before it reached
the sea. It has been suggested that they might
even have floated up from the ocean bottom to
the underside of the shelf on filaments of ice
which are known sometimes t o f or m around
them, but each explanation has objections.

He said that the layer might somehow be due
to shelf4ottom melting although Antarctic Ocean
waters are normally 3 degrees below the melting
point of fresh water, or may result from melt
water running off the surface and down tracks
and fissures that split the shelf in many places.
The occurrence is unusual and possibly unique,

"A survey of temperatures, salinities, thicknesses, depths, and flow rates should be made
of the shelf and underlying waters not only to
help explain the mystery of the animal remains,
but also because of the glaciological importance
of the ice shelf,"

Mr. Gow's research provided two possible
leads toward a solution to the problem of the
animalremains. He discovered that some of the
cores, though composed of freshwater ice, do
not appear to have glacial crystal structure.
This odd situation maybe caused by freezing of
the freshwater layer underneath the shelf, and
gradual build-up of a freshwater but nonglacial
shelf in a manner similar to Debenham's process.

Mr. Gow's work on the ice shelf is one phase
of a long-term, large-scale study of Antarctic
glaciology being done as part of the United States
Antarctic Research Program. Dr. fames A.
Bender of the U. S. Army Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory is principal investigator under this grant.

Mr. Gow further said he found that invertebrate remains were most concentrated in areas
of surface moraine, suggesting that perhaps
both moraine and animals arrived in the same
way. (Moraine is a material picked up by the
bottom of a glacier as it flows over the land.
Scientists do not know exactly how it gets from
bottom to top, but think it undergoes very slow

*See "Snow and Ice Deformation and Analysis
of Deep Ice Cores, "Bulletin, June 1963, pages
85-86.
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(The following maps have been received through
the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office.)

(The following map has been received from Centze
National de Rocherches Polaires de Belgique,
Bruxelles, Belgium.)

No. 101 - Archipielago Melchior yAlrededones.
Scale 1:20, 000; 1957, corrected 1958
and 1959.

Belgica Mountains (1 sheet) Third Belgium Antarctic Expedition, 1959-1960. Operation Iris. Scale 1:25, 000. This is a
relief map with contours having an interval of 20 meters. Symbols show
ice-free areas, bare ice, ice partially covered with snow; moraine and
scree, steep slope or rock; cliff or
escarpment; ice cliffs or escarpment;
steep slope on snow, accumulation area
of snow, crevasse, bridged crevasse,
sastrugi, height of. rock, snow or ice;
and survey and astro control stations.

No. 124 - EstrechoAntarctic. Scale 1:250, 000;
1957, corrected 1959 and 1960.
No. 129 - Archipilagode Palmer y estrechos
de Bismarck y de Gerlache. Scale
1:200, 000; 1957, corrected 1960 and
1961.
No. 132 - Islas Belgrano, Pourquoi-Pas y Herradura. Scale 1:200, 000; 1957, corrected 1960.

CHILE

No. 136 - Bahia Lasserre. Scale 1:30,000; 1957,
corrected 1959.

(The following maps have been received through
the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office.)

No. 137 - BahiaGuardiaNacnal. Scale l:,000
with inset map of Isla Nelson, Caleta
Armonlain scale 1:20, 000; 1957, corrected 1960.

No. 500 - Puerto Soberania. Sa1e 1:10, 000.
Bahia Chile. Scale 1:20.000; 1941
51, 1960.
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CHILE

British Antarctic Territory, sheet numbers as
follows:

o. 500 - Croquis Caleta Pendulo, Isla Decepclan, Scale 1:4, 000. Caleta Copper
Mine, Isla Roberts. Scale 1:6, 000;
1958.

W 64 56, February 1964.
W 64 58, February 1964.

No. 1400 - Isla Elefonte to Isla Trinidad. Scale
1:500, 000; 1947- 51- 61- 62.

W 64 60, February 1964.

No. 1404 - Puerto Covadonga. Scale 1:10, 000.
Croquis Récalada a pto Covadonga
por Ite Montrauel y por Isla Astrolahio. Scale 1:150, 000; 1951-59.

W 65 60, February 1964.
W 65 62, February 1964.

No. 1502 - Canal Grandidier, Scale 1:200, 000;
1962.

W 67 66, February 1964.

No. 1503 - Caleta Gloria, Bahia Paraiso. Scale
1:4,000. Bahia Paraiso. Scale 1:50,000;
1951, corrected 1953 and 1959.

W 68 62 1 February 1964.

W 67 68, February 1964.

W 68 66 3 February 1964.
W 7162 ) February 1964,

UNITED KINGDOM

Miscellaneous 19, 4th edition. Scale
1:20, 000; February 1964.

(The f ollowing maps have been received through
the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office.)

Miscellaneous 30, 6th edition. Scale
1:12,500; February 1964.

'British Admiralty Chart B. A. 3560, Gerlache
Strait, Cape Wolastonto Cape Murray.
Scale 1:200, 000; 1961.

Miscellaneous 71, 3rd edition. Scale
1:100, 000; February 1964.
Miscellaneous 73, 2nd edition, Scale
1:56, 500; February 1964.

British Admiralty Chart, B. A. 3566, Gerlache
Strait, Cape Murray to Cape Willems.
Scale 1:200, 000; 1961

South Georgia, sheets 1 and 2. Scale
1:100, 000; February 1964.

(The following maps have been received from
thResearchDepartment, Foreign Office, London, England. They are black line ozalid maps
and are Provisional Issue for position of place
names only. Scale 1:200, 000.)

USSR
(The foll owing maps have been received through
the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office.)

British Antarctic Territory, sheet numbers as
follows:

USSR 5594 - Alaskeyeva Bay to Cape Ann, 1st
edition. S c ale 1:500, 000; June
1958,

W 62 56, February 1964,

USSR 5595 - Amundsen Bay to Kdnghhii Islands,
1st edition. Scale 1:500, 000; June
1958.

W 62 62, February 1964.
W 63 54, February 1964.

USSR 596 - Broka Island to Point Williams,
1st edition. Scale 1:500, 000; June
1958.

W 63 56, February 1964.
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W 63 58, February 1964.
26

USSR
USSR 5597 - Point Williams to Prydz Bay, 1st
edition, S c a 1 e 1: 500, 000; M a y
1958.
USSR 5598 - Prydz Bay, 1st edition. Scale 1:500,
000; May 1958.
USSR 5599 - Prydz Bay to Davis Sea, 1st edition. Scale 1:500, 000; July 1958.

USSR 5985 - Mirnyy Road. Scale 1:10, 000; 1 It
edition, September 1956, new ed
tion, August 1958,
USSR 5997 - D a v is S e a, new edition. Sc4e
1:500 1 000; Tune 1958.
USSR 5998 - Masson Island to Borowan Island,
Scale 1:500, 000; 1st edition, October 1955, new edition, September
1958.

Chronology
15 Mar 64 - Tenth C- 135 redeployment flight
departed Christchurch, New Zealand,

22 Mar 64 - US S AT K departed Wellington,
N e w Zealand f or United States.
(Final Report.)

16 Mar 64 - USS GLACIER arrived in Port
Lyttelton, New Zealand,

23 Mar 64 - Rear Admiral 3ames R. Reedydeparted Sydney, Australia and arrived in Christchurch, New Zealand.

OperationDEEP FREEZE 64 officially terminated.
Fire occurred at Eights Station.
(See page 3.)
17 Mar 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy departed Melbourne f or Canberra,
Australia.
18 Mar 64 - Rear Admiral James R, Reedy arrived in Canberra,
19 Mar 64 - Eleventh C-135 redeployment flight
departed Christchurch,
Rear Admiral James R, Reedy departed Canberra for Sydney, Australia.
20 Mar 64 - Commander, Antarctic Support
Activity, Representative Christchurch, disestablished.
21 Mar 64 - C-121r departed Christchurch for
United States.
TBS GL1ER departed Port Lyttelton and reported to operational
command of COMSERVRONFOUR.
(Final Report.)
Flag-lowering cerennies conducted at Amundsen-Scott South Pole
Station,

24 Mar 64 - Twelfth and thirteenth C- 135 redeployment flights departed. Christchurch.
25 Mar 64 - Commander, U. S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, Administration
transferred from New Zealand t4
Washington, D. C.
Commander, U. S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, Representative,
Washington, D. C., disestablished,
26 Mar 64 - C-54Q departed Christchurch for
United States.
30 Mar 64 - First stars visible at South Pole,
31 Mar 64 - Visual sunset observed at Eights
Station.
2 Apr 64 - C- 121J departed Christchurch for
Quonset Point via Auckland, Tahiti,
Christmas Island, Hawaii, California, and Washington, D. C. Rear
Admiral3amesR, Reedyand party
aboard.
9 Apr 64 - Rear Admiral James R. Reedy,
Commander, U. S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, and U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer, arrived in
Washington, D. C. from New Zealand and Antarctica.
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